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Media Processing

Media processing applications:
Real time constraints
Demand large amounts of absolute 
performance
Demand high performance densities

Performance per unit area
Performance per unit power

Performance density gap.
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The solution…
Properties of media applications:

Data independence
Little data reuse
Computationally intensive operations

IMAGINE stream processor (Stanford 
University)

Provide programmability yet maintain high 
performance densities
Consists of

Programming model
Software tools
Architecture
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Programming Model
A stream program

Organizes data as streams
Stream is a sequence of similar elements (row 
of an image).
Each element is a record (8 bit pixel).

Expresses all computations as kernels
Kernel consumes a set of i/p streams,
Performs computation,
Produces a set of output streams.

Streams passing among multiple computation 
kernels forms a stream program.
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Architecture
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Architecture…
128-Kbyte stream register file (SRF)
48 floating-point arithmetic units in 8 arithmetic 
clusters controlled by a microcontroller
A network interface
A streaming memory system with 4 SDRAM channels
A stream controller

Host processor sends stream instructions to the 
stream controller
When ready for issue, the stream controller decodes 
them and issues the necessary commands to the 
other on-chip modules.
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Architecture…
Each arithmetic cluster contains 8 functional 
units

3 adders
2 multipliers
A divide & square-root unit
A scratch-pad register file unit
An intercluster communication unit

A 16-word, 2-ported Local Register File (LRF) 
connects to each input of each functional unit
An intracluster switch connects the outputs of 
the functional units to the inputs of the LRFs
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Stream Instructions
Load transfers streams from off-chip DRAM to the SRF.
Store transfers streams from the SRF to off-chip 
DRAM.
Receive transfers streams from the network to the 
SRF.
Send transfers streams from the SRF to the network.
Cluster op executes a kernel in the arithmetic clusters.
Load Microcode loads streams consisting of kernel 
microcode from the SRF into the microcontroller.

576-bit VLIW instructions
A total of 2048 instructions.
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Execution
During kernel execution, the same VLIW instruction is 
broadcast to all 8 clusters in SIMD fashion.
As the kernel executes, it loops through all input-
stream elements.
During each loop iteration, the clusters read 8 new 
stream elements (1 new element to each cluster) in 
parallel from SRF to their LRFs.
Each cluster performs the same compound stream 
operation on its stream element.
Compound operation

Reads an element from its input stream(s)
Computes a series of arithmetic operations
Appends the result to the output stream that are 
transferred back to the SRF
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Some figures…

21 million transistors
6 million in SRF SRAM
6 million in microcode store
6 million in arithmetic clusters
3 million elsewhere

500 MHz in a 0.15µm, 1.5-V static 
CMOS standard-cell technology
Die size of 12mm X 12 mm
Power efficiency of 2Gflops/W
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Stream Register File
128-Kbyte SRAM 

1024 blocks of 32 words of 32 bits each
Example shows

Stream Y
2 blocks = 64 words
Being written from the memory system to the SRF

Stream X
3 blocks = 96 words
Being read from the SRF by the arithmetic clusters

22 stream buffers
Client accesses go through these
Each can hold 2 blocks of a stream
Each has a different size port

Stream buffers time-multiplex the single physical port of the 
SRF SRAM into 22 logical ports that can be accessed 
simultaneously
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Memory Access Scheduling
Modern computer systems and media 
processors are becoming more limited by 
memory system bandwidth

Gap
Processor performance increases @ 60% / year
The bandwidth of a memory chip increases @ 10% / 
year

Even worse for media processor
Streaming memory reference patterns do not cache 
well.
Lack of temporal locality
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Memory Access Scheduling(Contd.)
DRAM provides

Pipelining of memory access
Independent memory banks
Cache the most recently accessed row of each bank

Increase the peak memory bandwidth, but it is highly 
dependent on the access pattern!
Access time is not equal to all locations

Different according to the access patterns

Memory Access Scheduling
DRAM operations are scheduled

Reorder memory operations to exploit non-uniform access 
times of the DRAM

Similar to how a superscalar processor schedules arithmetic 
operations out of order

Improvement of sustained memory bandwidth
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Advantage of Memory Access 
Scheduling

(a) Without Access Scheduling (56 DRAM Cycles)

(b) With Access Scheduling (19 DRAM Cycles)
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Modern DRAM Organization
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DRAM Operation

(a) Simplified Bank State 
Diagram

(b) Operation Resource Utilization

Example: 128Mb NEC uPD45128163 SDRAM
4 banks
4096x512 cells for each bank
Operates at 125MHz
Peak transfer rate: 250MB/s 24ns

24ns

8ns
24ns

8ns
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Scheduler Concerns
To approach the peak data rate and to sustain high bandwidth

Precharge other banks within 3 cycles
Different banks can be accessed in parallel
During precharing a bank, no new operations may be issued to that 
bank

Do enough column accesses to each row to hide the 
prechage/activate latencies of other banks
Consider single shared resource

Address line and/or data line
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Memory Access Scheduler 
Architecture

Contents of pending references: valid(V), load/store(L/S), address(Row, Col), Data, State
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Scheduling Policies

Activate the row of least demanding
Minimize the time of rows with little demand being 

remain active
columnFewest 

pending

Activate the row of most demandingrow and columnMost pending

Precharge as soon as there are no more pending reference 
to the active row.PrechargeClosed

Precharge only if there are references to other rows and no 
pending references to the active row.

Efficient with significant row locality
PrechargeOpen

Operation of higher priority reference will be performed.
Ordered
Age-threshold
Load-over-store

Precharge, row and 
columnPriority

Original access sequencePrecharge, row and 
columnIn-order

DescriptionArbitersPolicy
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Experimental Setup
Evaluate the performance impact of 
memory access scheduling on Streaming 
Media Processing System

Imagine processor
Two address generators
Four memory bank controllers

32 entry bank buffer

Two reorder buffers
Frequency: 500MHz
Peak computation rate of Imagine

20GFLOPS on single precision F.P.
20GOPS on 32-bit integer comp.

DRAM
NEC uPD45128163 SDRAM
Frequency: 125MHz
Peak rate: 250MB/s

consecutive column access

Two DRAMs for each memory 
bank controller

Peak bandwidth: 500MB/s

Total peak memory bandwidth: 
2GB/s

Memory Bank Controller (*MSHR: Miss Status Holding Register)

22

Benchmarks
Five microbenchmarks
Five media processing 
applications
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Sustained Memory Bandwidth using   
In-order & First-ready Access Scheduler

Used the ordered priority scheme
An average of over 25% 
improvement

2 GB/s peak supplied bandwidth

(79% Improvement) (17% Improvement)

(40% Improvement)
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More Aggressive Reordering 
Scheduling Policies
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Sustained Memory Bandwidth of 
Memory Access Scheduling Algorithm

Used more aggressive memory 
access scheduler to further 
improve performance

2 GB/s peak supplied bandwidth

(106%-144%) (27%-30%)

(85%-93%)
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Sensitivity to Bank Buffer Size

Row/closed scheduling 
algorithm is used
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Sustained Memory Bandwidth for FFT 
with load-over-store Scheduling

(b) load-over-store scheduling(a) Same priority between load 
and store

Trace

In some applications(e.g. FFT), load reference needs to be given higher 
priority than store references.

load-over-store scheduling
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